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Natural Language Processing1
INTRODUCTION
Natura Language Processing (NLP) is the computerized approach to ana yzing text that
is based on both a set of theories and a set of techno ogies. And, being a very active area
of research and deve opment, there is not a sing e agreed-upon definition that wou d
satisfy everyone, but there are some aspects, which wou d be part of any know edgeab e
person’s definition. The definition I offer is:

Definition: Natura Language Processing is a theoretica y motivated range of
computationa techniques for ana yzing and representing natura y occurring texts
at one or more eve s of inguistic ana ysis for the purpose of achieving human- ike
anguage processing for a range of tasks or app ications.

Severa e ements of this definition can be further detai ed. First y the imprecise notion of
‘range of computational techniques’ is necessary because there are mu tip e methods or
techniques from which to choose to accomp ish a particu ar type of anguage ana ysis.
‘Naturally occurring texts’ can be of any anguage, mode, genre, etc. The texts can be
ora or written. The on y requirement is that they be in a anguage used by humans to
communicate to one another. A so, the text being ana yzed shou d not be specifica y
constructed for the purpose of the ana ysis, but rather that the text be gathered from actua
usage.
The notion of ‘levels of linguistic analysis’ (to be further exp ained in Section 2) refers to
the fact that there are mu tip e types of anguage processing known to be at work when
humans produce or comprehend anguage. It is thought that humans norma y uti ize a
of these eve s since each eve conveys different types of meaning. But various NLP
systems uti ize different eve s, or combinations of eve s of inguistic ana ysis, and this is
seen in the differences amongst various NLP app ications. This a so eads to much
confusion on the part of non-specia ists as to what NLP rea y is, because a system that
uses any subset of these eve s of ana ysis can be said to be an NLP-based system. The
difference between them, therefore, may actua y be whether the system uses ‘weak’ NLP
or ‘strong’ NLP.
‘Human-like language processing’ revea s that NLP is considered a discip ine within
Artificia Inte igence (AI). And whi e the fu ineage of NLP does depend on a number
of other discip ines, since NLP strives for human- ike performance, it is appropriate to
consider it an AI discip ine.
‘For a range of tasks or applications’ points out that NLP is not usua y considered a
goa in and of itse f, except perhaps for AI researchers. For others, NLP is the means for
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accomp ishing a particu ar task. Therefore, you have Information Retrieva (IR) systems
that uti ize NLP, as we as Machine Trans ation (MT), Question-Answering, etc.
Goa
The goa of NLP as stated above is “to accomplish human-like language processing”.
The choice of the word ‘processing’ is very de iberate, and shou d not be rep aced with
‘understanding’. For a though the fie d of NLP was origina y referred to as Natura
Language Understanding (NLU) in the ear y days of AI, it is we agreed today that whi e
the goa of NLP is true NLU, that goa has not yet been accomp ished. A fu NLU
System wou d be ab e to:
1. Paraphrase an input text
2. Trans ate the text into another anguage
3. Answer questions about the contents of the text
4. Draw inferences from the text
Whi e NLP has made serious inroads into accomp ishing goa s 1 to 3, the fact that NLP
systems cannot, of themse ves, draw inferences from text, NLU sti remains the goa of
NLP.
There are more practica goa s for NLP, many re ated to the particu ar app ication for
which it is being uti ized. For examp e, an NLP-based IR system has the goa of
providing more precise, comp ete information in response to a user’s rea information
need. The goa of the NLP system here is to represent the true meaning and intent of the
user’s query, which can be expressed as natura y in everyday anguage as if they were
speaking to a reference ibrarian. A so, the contents of the documents that are being
searched wi be represented at a their eve s of meaning so that a true match between
need and response can be found, no matter how either are expressed in their surface form.
Origins
As most modern discip ines, the ineage of NLP is indeed mixed, and sti today has
strong emphases by different groups whose backgrounds are more inf uenced by one or
another of the discip ines. Key among the contributors to the discip ine and practice of
NLP are: Linguistics - focuses on forma , structura mode s of anguage and the
discovery of anguage universa s - in fact the fie d of NLP was origina y referred to as
Computationa Linguistics; Computer Science - is concerned with deve oping interna
representations of data and efficient processing of these structures, and; Cognitive
Psychology - ooks at anguage usage as a window into human cognitive processes, and
has the goa of mode ing the use of anguage in a psycho ogica y p ausib e way.
Divisions
Whi e the entire fie d is referred to as Natura Language Processing, there are in fact two
distinct focuses – anguage processing and anguage generation. The first of these refers

to the ana ysis of anguage for the purpose of producing a meaningfu representation,
whi e the atter refers to the production of anguage from a representation. The task of
Natura Language Processing is equiva ent to the ro e of reader/ istener, whi e the task of
Natura Language Generation is that of the writer/speaker. Whi e much of the theory and
techno ogy are shared by these two divisions, Natura Language Generation a so requires
a p anning capabi ity. That is, the generation system requires a p an or mode of the goa
of the interaction in order to decide what the system shou d generate at each point in an
interaction. We wi focus on the task of natura anguage ana ysis, as this is most
re evant to Library and Information Science.
Another distinction is traditiona y made between anguage understanding and speech
understanding. Speech understanding starts with, and speech generation ends with, ora
anguage and therefore re y on the additiona fie ds of acoustics and phono ogy. Speech
understanding focuses on how the ‘sounds’ of anguage as picked up by the system in the
form of acoustica waves are transcribed into recognizab e morphemes and words. Once
in this form, the same eve s of processing which are uti ized on written text are uti ized.
A of these eve s, inc uding the phono ogy eve , wi be covered in Section 2; however,
the emphasis throughout wi be on anguage in the written form.

BRIEF HISTORY OF NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
Research in natura anguage processing has been going on for severa decades dating
back to the ate 1940s. Machine trans ation (MT) was the first computer-based
app ication re ated to natura anguage. Whi e Weaver and Booth (1); (2) started one of
the ear iest MT projects in 1946 on computer trans ation based on expertise in breaking
enemy codes during Wor d War II, it was genera y agreed that it was Weaver’s
memorandum of 1949 that brought the idea of MT to genera notice and inspired many
projects (3). He suggested using ideas from cryptography and information theory for
anguage trans ation. Research began at various research institutions in the United States
within a few years.
Ear y work in MT took the simp istic view that the on y differences between anguages
resided in their vocabu aries and the permitted word orders. Systems deve oped from this
perspective simp y used dictionary- ookup for appropriate words for trans ation and
reordered the words after trans ation to fit the word-order ru es of the target anguage,
without taking into account the exica ambiguity inherent in natura anguage. This
produced poor resu ts. The apparent fai ure made researchers rea ize that the task was a
ot harder than anticipated, and they needed a more adequate theory of anguage.
However, it was not unti 1957 when Chomsky (4) pub ished Syntactic Structures
introducing the idea of generative grammar, did the fie d gain better insight into whether
or how mainstream inguistics cou d he p MT.
During this period, other NLP app ication areas began to emerge, such as speech
recognition. The anguage processing community and the speech community then was
sp it into two camps with the anguage processing community dominated by the

theoretica perspective of generative grammar and hosti e to statistica methods, and the
speech community dominated by statistica information theory (5) and hosti e to
theoretica inguistics (6).
Due to the deve opments of the syntactic theory of anguage and parsing a gorithms, there
was over-enthusiasm in the 1950s that peop e be ieved that fu y automatic high qua ity
trans ation systems (2) wou d be ab e to produce resu ts indistinguishab e from those of
human trans ators, and such systems shou d be in operation within a few years. It was not
on y unrea istic given the then-avai ab e inguistic know edge and computer systems, but
a so impossib e in princip e (3).
The inadequacies of then-existing systems, and perhaps accompanied by the overenthusiasm, ed to the ALPAC (Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee of
the Nationa Academy of Science - Nationa Research Counci ) report of 1966. (7) The
report conc uded that MT was not immediate y achievab e and recommended it not be
funded. This had the effect of ha ting MT and most work in other app ications of NLP at
east within the United States.
A though there was a substantia decrease in NLP work during the years after the ALPAC
report, there were some significant deve opments, both in theoretica issues and in
construction of prototype systems. Theoretica work in the ate 1960’s and ear y 1970’s
focused on the issue of how to represent meaning and deve oping computationa y
tractab e so utions that the then-existing theories of grammar were not ab e to produce. In
1965, Chomsky (8) introduced the transformationa mode of inguistic competence.
However, the transformationa generative grammars were too syntactica y oriented to
a ow for semantic concerns. They a so did not end themse ves easi y to computationa
imp ementation. As a reaction to Chomsky’s theories and the work of other
transformationa generativists, case grammar of Fi more, (9), semantic networks of
Qui ian, (10), and conceptua dependency theory of Schank, (11) were deve oped to
exp ain syntactic anoma ies, and provide semantic representations. Augmented transition
networks of Woods, (12) extended the power of phrase-structure grammar by
incorporating mechanisms from programming anguages such as LISP. Other
representation forma isms inc uded Wi ks’ preference semantics (13), and Kay’s
functiona grammar (14).
A ongside theoretica deve opment, many prototype systems were deve oped to
demonstrate the effectiveness of particu ar princip es. Weizenbaum’s ELIZA (15) was
bui t to rep icate the conversation between a psycho ogist and a patient, simp y by
permuting or echoing the user input. Winograd’s SHRDLU (16) simu ated a robot that
manipu ated b ocks on a tab etop. Despite its imitations, it showed that natura anguage
understanding was indeed possib e for the computer (17). PARRY (18) attempted to
embody a theory of paranoia in a system. Instead of sing e keywords, it used groups of
keywords, and used synonyms if keywords were not found. LUNAR was deve oped by
Woods (19) as an interface system to a database that consisted of information about unar
rock samp es using augmented transition network and procedura semantics (20).

In the ate 1970’s, attention shifted to semantic issues, discourse phenomena, and
communicative goa s and p ans (21). Grosz (22) ana yzed task-oriented dia ogues and
proposed a theory to partition the discourse into units based on her findings about the
re ation between the structure of a task and the structure of the task-oriented dia ogue.
Mann and Thompson (23) deve oped Rhetorica Structure Theory, attributing hierarchica
structure to discourse. Other researchers have a so made significant contributions,
inc uding Hobbs and Rosenschein (24), Po anyi and Scha (25), and Reichman (26).
This period a so saw considerab e work on natura anguage generation. McKeown’s
discourse p anner TEXT (27) and McDona d’s response generator MUMMBLE (28) used
rhetorica predicates to produce dec arative descriptions in the form of short texts, usua y
paragraphs. TEXT’s abi ity to generate coherent responses on ine was considered a major
achievement.
In the ear y 1980s, motivated by the avai abi ity of critica computationa resources, the
growing awareness within each community of the imitations of iso ated so utions to NLP
prob ems (21), and a genera push toward app ications that worked with anguage in a
broad, rea -wor d context (6), researchers started re-examining non-symbo ic approaches
that had ost popu arity in ear y days. By the end of 1980s, symbo ic approaches had been
used to address many significant prob ems in NLP and statistica approaches were shown
to be comp ementary in many respects to symbo ic approaches (21).
In the ast ten years of the mi ennium, the fie d was growing rapid y. This can be
attributed to: a) increased avai abi ity of arge amounts of e ectronic text; b) avai abi ity
of computers with increased speed and memory; and c) the advent of the Internet.
Statistica approaches succeeded in dea ing with many generic prob ems in computationa
inguistics such as part-of-speech identification, word sense disambiguation, etc., and
have become standard throughout NLP (29). NLP researchers are now deve oping next
generation NLP systems that dea reasonab y we with genera text and account for a
good portion of the variabi ity and ambiguity of anguage.

LEVELS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
The most exp anatory method for presenting what actua y happens within a Natura
Language Processing system is by means of the ‘ eve s of anguage’ approach. This is
a so referred to as the synchronic mode of anguage and is distinguished from the ear ier
sequentia mode , which hypothesizes that the eve s of human anguage processing
fo ow one another in a strict y sequentia manner. Psycho inguistic research suggests that
anguage processing is much more dynamic, as the eve s can interact in a variety of
orders. Introspection revea s that we frequent y use information we gain from what is
typica y thought of as a higher eve of processing to assist in a ower eve of ana ysis.
For examp e, the pragmatic know edge that the document you are reading is about
bio ogy wi be used when a particu ar word that has severa possib e senses (or
meanings) is encountered, and the word wi be interpreted as having the bio ogy sense.

Of necessity, the fo owing description of eve s wi be presented sequentia y. The key
point here is that meaning is conveyed by each and every eve of anguage and that since
humans have been shown to use a eve s of anguage to gain understanding, the more
capab e an NLP system is, the more eve s of anguage it wi uti ize.
(Figure 1: Synchronized Mode of Language Processing)
Phono ogy
This eve dea s with the interpretation of speech sounds within and across words. There
are, in fact, three types of ru es used in phono ogica ana ysis: 1) phonetic ru es – for
sounds within words; 2) phonemic ru es – for variations of pronunciation when words
are spoken together, and; 3) prosodic ru es – for f uctuation in stress and intonation
across a sentence. In an NLP system that accepts spoken input, the sound waves are
ana yzed and encoded into a digitized signa for interpretation by various ru es or by
comparison to the particu ar anguage mode being uti ized.
Morpho ogy
This eve dea s with the componentia nature of words, which are composed of
morphemes – the sma est units of meaning. For examp e, the word preregistration can
be morpho ogica y ana yzed into three separate morphemes: the prefix pre, the root
registra, and the suffix tion. Since the meaning of each morpheme remains the same
across words, humans can break down an unknown word into its constituent morphemes
in order to understand its meaning. Simi ar y, an NLP system can recognize the meaning
conveyed by each morpheme in order to gain and represent meaning. For examp e,
adding the suffix –ed to a verb, conveys that the action of the verb took p ace in the past.
This is a key piece of meaning, and in fact, is frequent y on y evidenced in a text by the
use of the -ed morpheme.
Lexica
At this eve , humans, as we as NLP systems, interpret the meaning of individua words.
Severa types of processing contribute to word- eve understanding – the first of these
being assignment of a sing e part-of-speech tag to each word. In this processing, words
that can function as more than one part-of-speech are assigned the most probab e part-ofspeech tag based on the context in which they occur.
Additiona y at the exica eve , those words that have on y one possib e sense or
meaning can be rep aced by a semantic representation of that meaning. The nature of the
representation varies according to the semantic theory uti ized in the NLP system. The
fo owing representation of the meaning of the word launch is in the form of ogica
predicates. As can be observed, a sing e exica unit is decomposed into its more basic
properties. Given that there is a set of semantic primitives used across a words, these
simp ified exica representations make it possib e to unify meaning across words and to
produce comp ex interpretations, much the same as humans do.

aunch (a arge boat used for carrying peop e on rivers, akes harbors, etc.)
((CLASS BOAT) (PROPERTIES (LARGE)
(PURPOSE (PREDICATION (CLASS CARRY) (OBJECT PEOPLE))))

The exica eve may require a exicon, and the particu ar approach taken by an NLP
system wi determine whether a exicon wi be uti ized, as we as the nature and extent
of information that is encoded in the exicon. Lexicons may be quite simp e, with on y
the words and their part(s)-of-speech, or may be increasing y comp ex and contain
information on the semantic c ass of the word, what arguments it takes, and the semantic
imitations on these arguments, definitions of the sense(s) in the semantic representation
uti ized in the particu ar system, and even the semantic fie d in which each sense of a
po ysemous word is used.
Syntactic
This eve focuses on ana yzing the words in a sentence so as to uncover the grammatica
structure of the sentence. This requires both a grammar and a parser. The output of this
eve of processing is a (possib y de inearized) representation of the sentence that revea s
the structura dependency re ationships between the words. There are various grammars
that can be uti ized, and which wi , in turn, impact the choice of a parser. Not a NLP
app ications require a fu parse of sentences, therefore the remaining cha enges in
parsing of prepositiona phrase attachment and conjunction scoping no onger stymie
those app ications for which phrasa and c ausa dependencies are sufficient. Syntax
conveys meaning in most anguages because order and dependency contribute to
meaning. For examp e the two sentences: ‘The dog chased the cat.’ and ‘The cat chased
the dog.’ differ on y in terms of syntax, yet convey quite different meanings.
Semantic
This is the eve at which most peop e think meaning is determined, however, as we can
see in the above defining of the eve s, it is a the eve s that contribute to meaning.
Semantic processing determines the possib e meanings of a sentence by focusing on the
interactions among word- eve meanings in the sentence. This eve of processing can
inc ude the semantic disambiguation of words with mu tip e senses; in an ana ogous way
to how syntactic disambiguation of words that can function as mu tip e parts-of-speech is
accomp ished at the syntactic eve . Semantic disambiguation permits one and on y one
sense of po ysemous words to be se ected and inc uded in the semantic representation of
the sentence. For examp e, amongst other meanings, ‘file’ as a noun can mean either a
fo der for storing papers, or a too to shape one’s fingernai s, or a ine of individua s in a
queue. If information from the rest of the sentence were required for the disambiguation,
the semantic, not the exica eve , wou d do the disambiguation. A wide range of
methods can be imp emented to accomp ish the disambiguation, some which require
information as to the frequency with which each sense occurs in a particu ar corpus of

interest, or in genera usage, some which require consideration of the oca context, and
others which uti ize pragmatic know edge of the domain of the document.
Discourse
Whi e syntax and semantics work with sentence- ength units, the discourse eve of NLP
works with units of text onger than a sentence. That is, it does not interpret mu tisentence texts as just concatenated sentences, each of which can be interpreted sing y.
Rather, discourse focuses on the properties of the text as a who e that convey meaning by
making connections between component sentences. Severa types of discourse processing
can occur at this eve , two of the most common being anaphora reso ution and
discourse/text structure recognition. Anaphora reso ution is the rep acing of words such
as pronouns, which are semantica y vacant, with the appropriate entity to which they
refer (30). Discourse/text structure recognition determines the functions of sentences in
the text, which, in turn, adds to the meaningfu representation of the text. For examp e,
newspaper artic es can be deconstructed into discourse components such as: Lead, Main
Story, Previous Events, Eva uation, Attributed Quotes, and Expectation (31).
Pragmatic
This eve is concerned with the purposefu use of anguage in situations and uti izes
context over and above the contents of the text for understanding The goa is to exp ain
how extra meaning is read into texts without actua y being encoded in them. This
requires much wor d know edge, inc uding the understanding of intentions, p ans, and
goa s. Some NLP app ications may uti ize know edge bases and inferencing modu es. For
examp e, the fo owing two sentences require reso ution of the anaphoric term ‘they’, but
this reso ution requires pragmatic or wor d know edge.

The city councilors refused the demonstrators a permit because they feared
violence.
The city councilors refused the demonstrators a permit because they advocated
revolution.

Summary of Leve s
Current NLP systems tend to imp ement modu es to accomp ish main y the ower eve s
of processing. This is for severa reasons. First, the app ication may not require
interpretation at the higher eve s. Second y, the ower eve s have been more thorough y
researched and imp emented. Third y, the ower eve s dea with sma er units of ana ysis,
e.g. morphemes, words, and sentences, which are ru e-governed, versus the higher eve s
of anguage processing which dea with texts and wor d know edge, and which are on y

regu arity-governed. As wi be seen in the fo owing section on Approaches, the
statistica approaches have, to date, been va idated on the ower eve s of ana ysis, whi e
the symbo ic approaches have dea t with a eve s, a though there are sti few working
systems which incorporate the higher eve s.

APPROACHES TO NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
Natura anguage processing approaches fa rough y into four categories: symbo ic,
statistica , connectionist, and hybrid. Symbo ic and statistica approaches have coexisted
since the ear y days of this fie d. Connectionist NLP work first appeared in the 1960’s.
For a ong time, symbo ic approaches dominated the fie d. In the 1980’s, statistica
approaches regained popu arity as a resu t of the avai abi ity of critica computationa
resources and the need to dea with broad, rea -wor d contexts. Connectionist approaches
a so recovered from ear ier criticism by demonstrating the uti ity of neura networks in
NLP. This section examines each of these approaches in terms of their foundations,
typica techniques, differences in processing and system aspects, and their robustness,
f exibi ity, and suitabi ity for various tasks.
Symbo ic Approach
Symbo ic approaches perform deep ana ysis of inguistic phenomena and are based on
exp icit representation of facts about anguage through we -understood know edge
representation schemes and associated a gorithms (21). In fact, the description of the
eve s of anguage ana ysis in the preceding section is given from a symbo ic perspective.
The primary source of evidence in symbo ic systems comes from human-deve oped ru es
and exicons.
A good examp e of symbo ic approaches is seen in ogic or ru e-based systems. In ogicbased systems, the symbo ic structure is usua y in the form of ogic propositions.
Manipu ations of such structures are defined by inference procedures that are genera y
truth preserving. Ru e-based systems usua y consist of a set of ru es, an inference engine,
and a workspace or working memory. Know edge is represented as facts or ru es in the
ru e-base. The inference engine repeated y se ects a ru e whose condition is satisfied and
executes the ru e.
Another examp e of symbo ic approaches is semantic networks. First proposed by
Qui ian (10) to mode associative memory in psycho ogy, semantic networks represent
know edge through a set of nodes that represent objects or concepts and the abe ed inks
that represent re ations between nodes. The pattern of connectivity ref ects semantic
organization, that is; high y associated concepts are direct y inked whereas moderate y or
weak y re ated concepts are inked through intervening concepts. Semantic networks are
wide y used to represent structured know edge and have the most connectionist f avor of
the symbo ic mode s (32).

Symbo ic approaches have been used for a few decades in a variety of research areas and
app ications such as information extraction, text categorization, ambiguity reso ution, and
exica acquisition. Typica techniques inc ude: exp anation-based earning, ru e-based
earning, inductive ogic programming, decision trees, conceptua c ustering, and K
nearest neighbor a gorithms (6; 33).
Statistica Approach
Statistica approaches emp oy various mathematica techniques and often use arge text
corpora to deve op approximate genera ized mode s of inguistic phenomena based on
actua examp es of these phenomena provided by the text corpora without adding
significant inguistic or wor d know edge. In contrast to symbo ic approaches, statistica
approaches use observab e data as the primary source of evidence.
A frequent y used statistica mode is the Hidden Markov Mode (HMM) inherited from
the speech community. HMM is a finite state automaton that has a set of states with
probabi ities attached to transitions between states (34). A though outputs are visib e,
states themse ves are not direct y observab e, thus “hidden” from externa observations.
Each state produces one of the observab e outputs with a certain probabi ity.
Statistica approaches have typica y been used in tasks such as speech recognition,
exica acquisition, parsing, part-of-speech tagging, co ocations, statistica machine
trans ation, statistica grammar earning, and so on.
Connectionist Approach
Simi ar to the statistica approaches, connectionist approaches a so deve op genera ized
mode s from examp es of inguistic phenomena. What separates connectionism from
other statistica methods is that connectionist mode s combine statistica earning with
various theories of representation - thus the connectionist representations a ow
transformation, inference, and manipu ation of ogic formu ae (33). In addition, in
connectionist systems, inguistic mode s are harder to observe due to the fact that
connectionist architectures are ess constrained than statistica ones (35); (21).
Genera y speaking, a connectionist mode is a network of interconnected simp e
processing units with know edge stored in the weights of the connections between units
(32). Loca interactions among units can resu t in dynamic g oba behavior, which, in
turn, eads to computation.
Some connectionist mode s are ca ed oca ist mode s, assuming that each unit represents
a particu ar concept. For examp e, one unit might represent the concept “mamma ” whi e
another unit might represent the concept “wha e”. Re ations between concepts are
encoded by the weights of connections between those concepts. Know edge in such
mode s is spread across the network, and the connectivity between units ref ects their
structura re ationship. Loca ist mode s are quite simi ar to semantic networks, but the
inks between units are not usua y abe ed as they are in semantic nets. They perform

we at tasks such as word-sense disambiguation, anguage generation, and imited
inference (36).
Other connectionist mode s are ca ed distributed mode s. Un ike that in oca ist mode s, a
concept in distributed mode s is represented as a function of simu taneous activation of
mu tip e units. An individua unit on y participates in a concept representation. These
mode s are we suited for natura anguage processing tasks such as syntactic parsing,
imited domain trans ation tasks, and associative retrieva .
Comparison Among Approaches
From the above section, we have seen that simi arities and differences exist between
approaches in terms of their assumptions, phi osophica foundations, and source of
evidence. In addition to that, the simi arities and differences can a so be ref ected in the
processes each approach fo ows, as we as in system aspects, robustness, f exibi ity, and
suitab e tasks.
Process: Research using these different approaches fo ows a genera set of steps,
name y, data co ection, data ana ysis/mode bui ding, ru e/data construction, and
app ication of ru es/data in system. The data co ection stage is critica to a three
approaches a though statistica and connectionist approaches typica y require much more
data than symbo ic approaches. In the data ana ysis/mode bui ding stage, symbo ic
approaches re y on human ana ysis of the data in order to form a theory whi e statistica
approaches manua y define a statistica mode that is an approximate genera ization of
the co ected data. Connectionist approaches bui d a connectionist mode from the data.
In the ru e / data construction stage, manua efforts are typica for symbo ic approaches
and the theory formed in the previous step may evo ve when new cases are encountered.
In contrast, statistica and connectionist approaches use the statistica or connectionist
mode as guidance and bui d ru es or data items automatica y, usua y in re ative y arge
quantity. After bui ding ru es or data items, a approaches then automatica y app y them
to specific tasks in the system. For instance, connectionist approaches may app y the
ru es to train the weights of inks between units.
System aspects: By system aspects, we mean source of data, theory or mode formed
from data ana ysis, ru es, and basis for eva uation.
- Data: As mentioned ear ier, symbo ic approaches use human introspective data, which
are usua y not direct y observab e. Statistica and connectionist approaches are bui t on
the basis of machine observab e facets of data, usua y from text corpora.
- Theory or model based on data analysis: As the outcome of data ana ysis, a theory is
formed for symbo ic approaches whereas a parametric mode is formed for statistica
approaches and a connectionist mode is formed for connectionist approaches.
- Rules: For symbo ic approaches, the ru e construction stage usua y resu ts in ru es with
detai ed criteria of ru e app ication. For statistica approaches, the criteria of ru e

app ication are usua y at the surface eve or under-specified. For connectionist
approaches, individua ru es typica y cannot be recognized.
- Basis for Evaluation: Eva uation of symbo ic systems is typica y based on intuitive
judgments of unaffi iated subjects and may use system-interna measures of growth such
as the number of new ru es. In contrast, the basis for eva uation of statistica and
connectionist systems are usua y in the form of scores computed from some eva uation
function. However, if a approaches are uti ized for the same task, then the resu ts of the
task can be eva uated both quantitative y and qua itative y and compared.
Robustness: Symbo ic systems may be fragi e when presented with unusua , or noisy
input. To dea with anoma ies, they can anticipate them by making the grammar more
genera to accommodate them. Compared to symbo ic systems, statistica systems may be
more robust in the face of unexpected input provided that training data is sufficient,
which may be difficu t to be assured of. Connectionist systems may a so be robust and
fau t to erant because know edge in such systems is stored across the network. When
presented with noisy input, they degrade gradua y.
Flexibility: Since symbo ic mode s are bui t by human ana ysis of we -formu ated
examp es, symbo ic systems may ack the f exibi ity to adapt dynamica y to experience.
In contrast, statistica systems a ow broad coverage, and may be better ab e to dea with
unrestricted text (21) for more effective hand ing of the task at hand. Connectionist
systems exhibit f exibi ity by dynamica y acquiring appropriate behavior based on the
given input. For examp e, the weights of a connectionist network can be adapted in rea time to improve performance. However, such systems may have difficu ty with the
representation of structures needed to hand e comp ex conceptua re ationships, thus
imiting their abi ities to hand e high- eve NLP (36).
Suitable tasks: Symbo ic approaches seem to be suited for phenomena that exhibit
identifiab e inguistic behavior. They can be used to mode phenomena at a the various
inguistic eve s described in ear ier sections. Statistica approaches have proven to be
effective in mode ing anguage phenomena based on frequent use of anguage as ref ected
in text corpora. Linguistic phenomena that are not we understood or do not exhibit c ear
regu arity are candidates for statistica approaches. Simi ar to statistica approaches,
connectionist approaches can a so dea with inguistic phenomena that are not we
understood. They are usefu for ow- eve NLP tasks that are usua y subtasks in a arger
prob em.
To summarize, symbo ic, statistica , and connectionist approaches have exhibited
different characteristics, thus some prob ems may be better tack ed with one approach
whi e other prob ems by another. In some cases, for some specific tasks, one approach
may prove adequate, whi e in other cases, the tasks can get so comp ex that it might not
be possib e to choose a sing e best approach. In addition, as K avans and Resnik (6)
pointed out, there is no such thing as a “pure y statistica ” method. Every use of statistics
is based upon a symbo ic mode and statistics a one is not adequate for NLP. Toward this
end, statistica approaches are not at odds with symbo ic approaches. In fact, they are

rather comp ementary. As a resu t, researchers have begun deve oping hybrid techniques
that uti ize the strengths of each approach in an attempt to address NLP prob ems more
effective y and in a more f exib e manner.

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
Natura anguage processing provides both theory and imp ementations for a range of
app ications. In fact, any app ication that uti izes text is a candidate for NLP. The most
frequent app ications uti izing NLP inc ude the fo owing:
•

.
•

Information Retrieva – given the significant presence of text in this app ication, it is
surprising that so few imp ementations uti ize NLP. Recent y, statistica approaches
for accomp ishing NLP have seen more uti ization, but few systems other than those
by Liddy (37) and Strza kowski (38) have deve oped significant systems based on
NLP
Information Extraction (IE) – a more recent app ication area, IE focuses on the
recognition, tagging, and extraction into a structured representation, certain key
e ements of information, e.g. persons, companies, ocations, organizations, from arge
co ections of text. These extractions can then be uti ized for a range of app ications
inc uding question-answering, visua ization, and data mining.

•

Question-Answering – in contrast to Information Retrieva , which provides a ist of
potentia y re evant documents in response to a user’s query, question-answering
provides the user with either just the text of the answer itse f or answer-providing
passages.

•

Summarization – the higher eve s of NLP, particu ar y the discourse eve , can
empower an imp ementation that reduces a arger text into a shorter, yet rich yconstituted abbreviated narrative representation of the origina document.

•

Machine Trans ation – perhaps the o dest of a NLP app ications, various eve s of
NLP have been uti ized in MT systems, ranging from the ‘word-based’ approach to
app ications that inc ude higher eve s of ana ysis.

•

Dia ogue Systems – perhaps the omnipresent app ication of the future, in the systems
envisioned by arge providers of end-user app ications. Dia ogue systems, which
usua y focus on a narrow y defined app ication (e.g. your refrigerator or home sound
system), current y uti ize the phonetic and exica eve s of anguage. It is be ieved
that uti ization of a the eve s of anguage processing exp ained above offer the
potentia for tru y habitab e dia ogue systems.

CONCLUSIONS
Whi e NLP is a re ative y recent area of research and app ication, as compared to other
information techno ogy approaches, there have been sufficient successes to date that
suggest that NLP-based information access techno ogies wi continue to be a major area
of research and deve opment in information systems now and far into the future.
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